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Abstract
In software-as-a-service applications provisioned through cloud computing, locally cached data is
often modified with updates from new versions. In some cases, with each edit one may want to preserve
both the original and new versions. In this work, we focus on cases in which only the latest version
must be preserved. Further, it is desirable for the data to not only be compressed but to also be easily
modified during updates, since representing information and modifying the representation both incur
cost. We examine whether it is possible to have both compression efficiency and ease of alteration, in
order to promote codeword reuse. In other words, we study the feasibility of a malleable and efficient
coding scheme. The trade-off between compression efficiency and malleability cost—the difficulty of
synchronizing compressed versions—is measured as the length of a reused prefix portion. The region of
achievable rates and malleability is found. Drawing from prior work on common information problems,
we show that efficient data compression may not be the best engineering design principle when storing
software-as-a-service data. In the general case, goals of efficiency and malleability are fundamentally in
conflict.
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1Fig. 1. An ontology for cloud computing depicted as five layers, with three constituents to the cloud software infrastructure
layer due to Youssef et al. [5]. Layers represent the interdependency and composability among layers. The firmware/hardware
layer enables hardware-as-a-service; the cloud software infrastructure layer enables infrastructure-as-a-service, data-as-a-service,
and communication-as-a-service; the cloud software infrastructure layer enables platform-as-a-service; and the cloud application
layer enables software-as-a-service.
I. INTRODUCTION
Proliferation of fast internet infrastructures has enabled remote computing that is delivered to consumers
as a service over the internet from large-scale data centers [3]. In such cloud computing settings, software
is hosted in the cloud where all computation is performed and all hardware is located. The personal
computer or mobile device of the customer is only used to transmit commands and receive results. That
is to say, the client computer functions as a network terminal for input, output, and display, whereas data
is stored and processed on a central server in the cloud [4].
Despite wide-scale deployment of this new computing model, internet access is often slow and spotty,
such as when it is accessed through 2G mobile connections in developing countries or in dense urban
areas with high concentration of users. This creates a need for local caching of cloud data, so tasks can
be carried out offline.
Youssef et al. have defined a unified ontology for cloud computing [5], depicted in Fig. 1, which
provides a service-oriented framework for reasoning about the many design challenges that abound in
such systems. The layered decomposition also suggests a variety of services that can be offered either
individually or through compositions into larger service offerings. These include hardware-as-a-service
(HaaS), infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS), data-as-a-service (DaaS), communication-as-a-service (CaaS),
platform-as-a-service (PaaS), and software-as-a-service (SaaS). Cloud computing infrastructures can even
enable delivery of human services through the work-as-a-service (WaaS) paradigm [6].
2Typical examples of SaaS include Google Maps and Facebook News Feed, which offer software for
mapping and social networking through the cloud. Recently each has developed offline functionality
through local caching.1 The local cache is updated with new versions of information when network
connectivity is obtained. In some cases, with each update we may wish to conserve both the original
version and the new version. However, in many cases we are interested in recovering only the latest
version after each update. We concentrate on these latter cases.
Communication- and information-theoretic investigations into cloud computing have primarily focused
on the optimal deployment of redundancy for ensuring reliability in distributed storage networks, data
centers, and cloud storage systems; see e.g. [7] and references therein and thereto. Such studies draw
primarily on ideas from channel coding theory and are focused on the HaaS and DaaS possibilities of
clouds. In this paper we instead focus on SaaS and ask whether the theory of multiterminal source coding
can provide insight and design principles for the cloud application layer. In particular, we focus on source
codes that enable updatable local caching of data.
Indeed, our industrial experience [8] suggests that questions of efficient information representation will
be of general importance in wide-scale adoption of data-driven cloud computing [9]. Thus it is important
to understand the applicability of data compression for typical cloud workloads, while remaining grounded
in the physical costs and constraints of cloud computing infrastructures.
In the SaaS workloads we consider, such as maps and social media, useful data at the cloud is frequently
updated and must be revised at the client. Different versions typically differ only slightly from one another
[10]–[13] and moreover, old versions need not be preserved (in contrast to version control systems for
documents). In this framework, storage costs include not only the average length of the coded data at
the cloud and the client, but also costs in updating, both in communicating from the cloud to the local
terminal and in computing/applying changes.
One bit of network transfer costs 800–6000 picocents, whereas one bit of storage/year in the cloud
costs 5.3–6 picocents [14]. (Storage capacity is even more limited in the mobile client device than the
cloud.) Transmission may be significantly more costly than cloud storage. Technological trends show
that transmission capacity has grown more slowly than disk storage capacity [15] and so processing and
storage costs are falling faster than transmission costs [14]. Similar differentials between storage and
transmission hold when measured using energy rather than money [4].
1Offline functionality was introduced in November and December 2015, respectively. See https://goo.gl/wREtwP and
https://code.facebook.com/posts/1535185823471329.
3It then follows that “new” representation symbols sent to the local client may be more expensive than
“old” representation symbols already at the client, suggesting that reusing parts of codewords in the local
cache may be more economical than simply reducing their lengths, as in conventional data compression.
Notwithstanding, there is still a desire to compress representations at both the cloud and the client.
A. Information-Theoretic Abstraction
Moving toward a tractable information-theoretic abstraction, suppose that after compressing a random
source sequence Xn1 , it is modified to become a new source sequence Y
n
1 according to a memoryless
update process pY |X . A malleable coding scheme preserves a portion of the codeword of Xn1 and modifies
the remainder into a new codeword from which Y n1 may be decoded reliably. Note that correlations among
versions differentiates malleable coding from write-efficient memories [16], where messages are assumed
independent.
Our notion of preservation requires reusing a fixed part of the codeword for Xn1 in generating a
codeword for Y n1 , and we are only concerned with the latest version Y
n
1 . Without loss of generality, the
fixed portion can be taken to be at the beginning, so the new codeword is a fixed prefix followed by a
new suffix. In our notation, we use nK to denote the number of bits used for the compression of the
original data Xn1 . We wish to fix a portion of length nJ bits from this compression, to be used in the
compression of the new data Y n1 . The total length of the compression of Y
n
1 is nL bits.
A contrasting scenario is for a cost to be incurred when a symbol is changed in value, regardless of
its location; we and others have studied this random access problem, which arises with emerging local
storage technologies [17]–[20]. It is also possible to define source codes where retrieving a given source
symbol only requires reading a small number of compressed symbols [21]–[23] and to define erasure
codes where repairing a given erased coded symbol only requires accessing a small number of other
coded symbols [24].
Building on fairly traditional proof techniques from multiterminal source coding, cf. [25], our main
result is an information-theoretic characterization of achievable rates and malleability. To the best of
our knowledge, this is among the first works connecting engineering problems that arise in software-
as-a-service with information-theoretic formalizations. In particular, connections to source coding with
coded side information and the Ga´cs–Ko¨rner common information show that a large malleability cost
must be incurred if the rates for the two versions are required to be near entropy. Since transmission is
technologically more costly than storage, an engineering insight that arises is that using aggressive data
compression in the cloud computing setting may not be an appropriate design principle.
4Phrased in the language of the green-age mantra reduce, reuse, recycle: classical Shannon theory shows
how to optimally reduce; we here study reuse and find these goals to be fundamentally in tension.
B. Computation and Comparison to Differential Compression
Differential compression (delta encoding) is a commonly used strategy for efficient file transfer when
the receiver has access to similar files [10]–[13]. It is implicitly assumed that the receiver has the similar
files in an uncompressed form, or can easily perform uncompress operations.
Here we are concerned with the setting where the transmitter (cloud) has access to both the compressed
old version and the new uncompressed version and may compress the appropriate update, such that the
receiver (client) need not uncompress its stored data in order to apply the update. The prefix portion
of the codeword can remain as is, and the old suffix will be replaced by a new suffix. Compression
remains in place. Further, with each update we are concerned with recovering only the latest version of
the information Y n1 , not the original version X
n
1 .
There is a significant cost difference in computation: a CPU cycle at the client costs 6–27 picocents,
whereas it is only 0.58 picocents in the cloud [14]. Thus, in malleable coding we gain the advantage
of more computation being performed in the cloud. Computation minimization at the receiver side is
especially helpful when it is a mobile device.
Finally we should note that in many implementations of differential compression, there is a need to
preserve the ability to recover old versions, e.g. for version control. In malleable coding, there is no such
requirement, and this may allow much greater reduction in codeword lengths.
II. FORMAL PROBLEM STATEMENT
Let {(Xi, Yi)}∞i=1 be a sequence of independent drawings of a pair of random variables (X,Y ), X ∈ W ,
Y ∈ W , where W is a finite set and pX,Y (x, y) = Pr[X = x, Y = y]. These are the two versions of the
source. The joint distribution determines pX(x), pY (y), and pY |X(y|x). Denote the finite storage medium
alphabet by V = {0, 1}. Thus we measure all rates in bits.
Our interest is in coding of Xn1 followed by coding of Y
n
1 where the first nJ letters of the codewords
are exactly the same. As depicted in Fig. 2, AnK1 ∈ 2nK is the representation of Xn1 , BnL1 ∈ 2nL is the
representation of Y n1 , and C
nJ
1 ∈ 2nJ is the common part, where 2∗ is shorthand for binary sequences
of length ∗. As will emerge later, the partial codeword CnJ1 represents a memoryless auxiliary random
variable we call Un1 that can be thought of as a sequential common core between X
n
1 and Y
n
1 ; its
5Fig. 2. In malleable coding with fixed segment reuse, the compressed representations of Xn1 and Y n1 have the first nJ storage
symbols in common.
information rate is a kind of common information bounded by the Ga´cs–Ko¨rner common information
[26], [27].
Encoder and decoder mappings are thus defined as follows. An encoder for X with parameters (n, J,K)
is the concatenation of two mappings:
f
(X)
E(n) = f
(U)
E(n) × f
′(X)
E(n),
where
f
(U)
E(n) :Wn → 2nJ and f
′(X)
E(n) :Wn → 2n(K−J).
An encoder for Y with parameters (n, J, L) is defined as:
f
(Y )
E(n) = f
(U)
E(n) × f
′(Y )
E(n),
where we use one of the previous encoders f (U)E(n) together with
f
′(Y )
E(n) :Wn × 2nJ → 2n(L−J).
Notice that f ′(Y )E(n) is defined so as to have access to the previously stored prefix. Given these encoders,
a common decoder with parameter n is
fD(n) : 2
∗ →Wn =
2
nK →Wn, first version
2nL →Wn, second version.
The encoders and decoder define a block code.
A triplet (f (X)E(n), f
(Y )
E(n), fD(n)) with parameters (n, J,K,L) is applied as follows. Let
AnK1 = f
(X)
E(n)(X
n
1 ) = [f
(U)
E(n)(X
n
1 ), f
′(X)
E(n)(X
n
1 )], A
nK
1 ∈ 2nK ,
6be the source code for Xn1 , where the first part of the code—which will be reused—is explicitly notated
as
CnJ1 ∈ 2nJ = f (U)E(n)(Xn1 ).
The partial codeword CnJ1 asymptotically almost surely (a.a.s.) losslessly represents a memoryless random
variable we call Un1 , defined through an appropriately constrained inverse image. Then the encoding of
Y n1 is carried out as
BnL1 = f
(Y )
E(n)(C
nJ
1 , Y
n
1 ) = [C
nJ
1 , f
′(Y )
E(n)(C
nJ
1 , Y
n
1 )], B
nL
1 ∈ 2nL.
We also let
(Xˆn1 , Yˆ
n
1 ) = (fD(n)(A
nK
1 ), fD(n)(B
nL
1 )).
We define the error rate ∆ = max(∆X ,∆Y ), where
∆X = Pr[X
n
1 6= Xˆn1 ] and ∆Y = Pr[Y n1 6= Yˆ n1 ].
Note that by construction we insist that the first nJ symbols are identical: AnJ1 = B
nJ
1 = C
nJ
1 .
We use conventional performance criteria for the code, the numbers of storage-medium letters per
source letter K and L and add, as a third performance criterion, the normalized length of the portion of
the code that does not overlap
M = L− J .
We call M the malleability rate.
Definition 1: Given a source p(X,Y ), a triplet (K0, L0,M0) is said to be achievable if, for arbitrary
 > 0, there exists (for n sufficiently large) a block code with error rate ∆ ≤ , and lengths K ≤ K0 + ,
L ≤ L0 + , and M ≤M0 + .
We want to determine the set of achievable rate triplets, M. It follows from definition that M is a
closed subset of R3 and that if (K0, L0,M0) ∈ M, then (K0 + δ0, L0 + δ1,M0 + δ2) ∈ M for any
δi ≥ 0, i = 0, 1, 2. The region M is completely defined by its lower boundary, which is itself closed.
The triplet (J,K,L) may be used in place of (K,L,M) when convenient. Moreover,R = (R0, R1, R2)
may be used, in place of (J,K,L) as shown in Fig. 3. Using this notation is more consistent with
established work in multiterminal information theory, but less natural for software-as-a-service. The
relation is (J = R0,K = R0 +R1, L = R0 +R2).
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Fig. 3. Block diagram for malleable coding with fixed segment reuse, where Uˆ is a decoded version of U that will almost
surely match.
A. Dimensions and Alphabets of Codebooks
Before proceeding, let us explicate the dimensions and alphabets of the codebooks to be used. Since
the prefix parts of the codes for the first and second versions must be exactly the same, the codebooks are
tree-structured where the two codebooks share the first level of the tree, but have different second levels.
This nested two-layer structure is a type of superposition coding, which has been used for broadcast
channels and throughout multiterminal information theory.
1) Numbers J and K are given. The first codebook is used to encode a source sequence of length n,
xn1 . Let C = {c1, c2, . . . , cρu} be the prefix-stage codebook of size ρu = d2nJe. Corresponding to
every codeword ci ∈ C, let A′(ci) = {a1(ci), a2(ci), . . . , aρx′ (ci)} be the suffix-stage codebook of
size ρx′ = d2n(K−J)e. The whole codebook for xn1 is then A, the concatenation of C and ∪nJi=1A′(ci)
which is a tree-structured codebook of size d2nKe.
2) The prefix-stage codebook C from above and a rate L are given. The second codebook is used to
encode a source sequence of length n, yn1 . Corresponding to every codeword ci ∈ C, let B′(ci) =
{b1(ci), b2(ci), . . . , bρy′ (ci)} be the suffix-stage codebook of size ρy′ = d2n(L−J)e. The whole
codebook for yn1 is then B, the concatenation of C and ∪nJi=1B′(ci) which is a tree-structured
codebook of size d2nLe.
III. TIME ORDERING, MARKOV RELATIONS, AND TWO ACHIEVABLE POINTS
We begin by considering the effect of time ordering—in the sense of having a first version and a
second version—on malleable coding, and give two easily achieved points of performance trade-off.
8A. Time ordering and Markov structure
The time ordering in malleable coding induces a Markov relationship. The sources Xn1 and Y
n
1 come
from a joint distribution, however the partial codeword CnJ1 that represents U
n
1 is generated by encoder
f
(U)
E(n) based on X
n
1 prior to the encoding of Y
n
1 by f
′(Y )
E(n). Consequently the time ordering of the encoding
procedure implies the Markov relation U ↔ X ↔ Y .
It then follows that the entropy lower bound from the lossless coding theorem [28], H(X) for the first
source X , is a governing constraint.
Proposition 1: Taking K > H(X) provides no advantage in malleable coding, in the sense of decreasing
either the L or M dimensions of the rate region M.
Proof: Consider the representation AnK1 = [f
(U)
E(n)(X
n
1 ), f
′(X)
E(n)(X
n
1 )] of X
n
1 , and for convenience, let
A
′n(K−J)
1 = f
′(X)
E(n)(X
n
1 ) denote the portion that is not reused, so that A
nK
1 = [C
nJ
1 , A
′n(K−J)
1 ]. From the
time-ordering derived Markov structure, U ↔ X ↔ Y , X is a sufficient statistic of U for Y .
Suppose we expand the representation by taking K > H(X). The extra symbols are spent in CnJ1 ,
in A′n(K−J)1 , or in both. Spending extra symbols in A
′n(K−J)
1 is wasteful since A
′n(K−J)
1 is not used to
encode Y n1 . Spending extra symbols in C
nJ
1 means that J > H(f
(U)
E(n)(X
n
1 )); spending extra symbols in
CnJ1 is wasteful since X is a sufficient statistic of U for Y .
Due to Prop. 1, we fix K = H(X) and do not explicitly consider this performance criterion going
forward. We focus the development on expanding L beyond its entropy lower bound H(Y ) and analyze
the achievable rate region. More so, we focus on how L depends on the size of the portion to be reused,
J , thereby establishing the malleability rate M ; recall M = L − J . In particular, we fix J and find
the best L; the smallest L is denoted L∗(J). Thus L∗(J) provides a full characterization of the triplet
(K,L,M) under optimal coding.
B. Two Achievable Points
It is easy to note the corner points corresponding to J = 0 and J = H(X). For J = 0, the lossless
source coding theorem yields L∗(0) = H(Y ). For J = H(X), since the lossless compression of Xn1 has to
be preserved, L∗(H(X)) = H(X,Y ). Since the first H(X) symbols are fixed, losslessly representing the
conditionally typical set requires H(Y |X) additional symbols, for a total of H(X)+H(Y |X) = H(X,Y ).
Since H(Y |X) ≤ H(Y ), this is better than discarding the old codeword and creating an entirely new
codeword for Y n1 ; unless X and Y are independent, this is strictly better.
By time sharing, any point on the line connecting these points is achievable. These can be written as
J = αH(X), L∗(J) = H(Y ) + α[H(X,Y )−H(Y )] = (1− α)H(Y ) + αH(X|Y ) for α ∈ (0, 1).
9IV. THE RATE-MALLEABILITY REGION
In this section we find the rate-malleability region M, by building on proof techniques from multi-
terminal source coding; key engineering insights will come in the following sections. There are strong
similarities to the coded side information problem [25], [29], [30] and in fact after the statement of the
theorem, we give an intuitive derivation of the result using reasoning from the coded side information
problem. Afterwards we give a full proof that takes into account some of the subtleties of the malleable
coding formulation.
A. Result
Consider the trade-off between L and J . For a given malleability, the compression efficiency of Y n1 is
determined by the quality of its representation in the codebook for Xn1 . We insist that U is a deterministic
function of X , i.e., U = f(X). Then, we can formulate the following information-theoretic optimization
problem:
L∗(J)− J = min
U :U=f(X),H(U)=J
H(Y |U). (1)
Theorem 1: The optimization problem (1) provides a boundary to the rate regionM when K = H(X).
B. Intuitive Derivation using Source Coding with Coded Side Information
For the moment suppose the sole purpose for the encoder of the first version X is to help in encoding
the second version Y by creating the reuse portion, as characterized by auxiliary random variable U .
The encoder for the second version has access to this and creates the suffix to represent Y . This setting
is nearly the coded side information problem [25], [29], [30]. From an extended study of coded side
information problems where the encoder has access to X [31], it follows that the coded side information
result holds:
J ≥ I(X;U)
M ≥ H(Y |U),
where U satisfies the Markov chain Y ↔ X ↔ U .
Now bring back the requirement that the encoder for the first version must losslessly represent X: the
reuse portion of the codeword must be supplemented by a suffix. Given U represented at rate I(X;U),
generate a conditional codebook of rate H(X|U) through random binning that completes the description
for X . This yields K = I(X;U) +H(X|U) = H(X) as desired.
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By restricting U to be a deterministic function of X (and thereby still satisfying the Markov chain),
we then get the desired result: L∗(J)− J = min
U :U=f(X),H(U)=J
H(Y |U) when K = H(X).
Proofs of the coded side information problem and other multiterminal source coding problems [32],
[33] use the method of random binning, where the codebooks are segmented and codewords are binned.
Results are obtained by choosing appropriate bin sizes. However, this approach says nothing about whether
or how labels are kept synchronized between the different codebooks and bins. Hence in our formal proof
below, we must apply a tree-structured encoding approach, where we insist on consistent representation
to enforce malleability in the representations. Further the variable U is only available in a noisy form as
Uˆ below.
Remark 1: Note that the intuitive derivation of the rate-malleability region from coded side information
problems is sufficient to argue for an alphabet cardinality bound on the auxiliary random variable U ,
using the standard approach based on Carathe´odory’s theorem; see [25], [29], [30].
C. Formal Proof
Contrary to the organization of many information-theoretic proofs, the achievability and converse parts
involved in proving Theorem 1 are included together for succinctness, especially since converse arguments
(e) and (k) follow directly from existing results. The proof uses a lemma of Ko¨rner [34], reproduced in
Appendix A.
Proof: Let us choose a function f that partitionsW (we will optimize this choice later in the proof).
This function is used to induce a random variable U1 = f(X1). The function f is applied to all Xn1 in
the same manner to produce the memoryless random variables Un1 .
a) Generating the first codebook: Choose the prefix part codebook rate as J = 1n log2 ρu = H(U)+
δ1(n), where δ1(n)→ 0 as n→∞. Generate a set of size 2nJ of sequences in Wn with elements drawn
i.i.d. according to pU . Now take these sequences in order and create a codebook C with codewords from
2nJ listed in lexicographic order, by making a one-to-one correspondence between the two sets (which
are of the same size).
Use the code described in [34] (Ko¨rner’s optimal complementary code) as the suffix-part codebook
A′. As given in Ko¨rner’s lemma, it should have rate K − J = 1n log2 ρx′ = H(X|f(X)) + δ2(n) =
H(X|U) + δ2(n), where δ2(n)→ 0 as n→∞.
Notice that with the choices of J and K given,
K = H(U) + δ1(n) +H(X|U) + δ2(n) (a)= H(X,U) + δ1(n) + δ2(n) (b)= H(X) + δ1(n) + δ2(n),
11
where (a) is due to the chain rule of entropy and (b) is due to the fact that f(·) is a deterministic function.
Notice δ1(n) + δ2(n)→ 0 as n→∞, since each term does.
The codebook A = [C,A′] is revealed to both the encoder and decoder.
b) Encoding the first version: For a source realization xn1 , compute u
n
1 = f(x
n
1 ). If u
n
1 is represented
in the codebook C, then its corresponding codeword is written to the storage medium in the prefix-part
position. If un1 is not represented in the codebook, then a codeword in C is chosen uniformly at random
from C and written to the storage medium in the prefix-part position.
For the suffix-part position, if un1 was represented by cun1 ∈ C and if xn1 is represented in the codebook
A′(cun1 ), then its corresponding codeword is written to the storage medium. If un1 was represented by
cun1 ∈ C and if xn1 is not represented in the codebook A′(cun1 ), then the all-zeros sequence in 2n(K−J) is
written to the suffix-part position of the storage medium. Likewise, if un1 was not represented by some
cun1 ∈ C, then the all-zeros sequence in 2n(K−J) is written to the suffix-part position of the storage
medium.
c) Decoding the first version: Decoding is performed using lookup in A to generate xˆn1 ∈ Wn.
d) Error analysis for first version: The two possible error events are the following:
1) E1: un1 is not represented in C; and
2) E2: un1 is represented by cun1 ∈ C, but xn1 is not represented in A′(cun1 ).
The codebook C represents 2n(H(U)+δ1(n)) sequences generated i.i.d. according to pU . The probability that
a source sequence un1 generated i.i.d. according to pU is identical to the first codeword of the codebook
is bounded as |W|−n, by memorylessness and the length of the codebook.
Since these identicality events are independent, for a codebook of size 2n(H(U)+δ1(n)), the probability
of E1 is therefore bounded as
Pr[E1] ≤ 1−
[
1− |W|−n]2n(H(U)+δ1(n))
which goes to zero as n→∞.
Furthermore, Ko¨rner’s lemma guarantees that Pr[E2] → 0 as n → ∞. Thus by the union bound, the
total error probability goes to zero asymptotically.
e) Converse arguments for first version: By the converse of the source coding theorem, the size of
C cannot be chosen smaller than H(U) to drive the error probability in decoding the prefix-part to zero
as n→∞. By the converse part of Ko¨rner’s lemma, the suffix-part of the code cannot be chosen smaller
than H(X|U) to drive the error probability in decoding the suffix-part to zero as n→∞.
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f) Decoding the prefix for use with the second version: The prefix-part is preserved in its entirety
on the storage medium, therefore c is identical to what was stored in part (b) of the proof. For a given
blocklength n, it can be used to decode un1 with an error probability Pr[E1] = , (n) → 0 as n → ∞.
The decoded version is called uˆn1 : note that Uˆ
n
1 is a memoryless sequence of random variables because
the codebook C is a random codebook with i.i.d. pU entries and since error events lead to a uniformly
random choice of codeword within C.
g) Generating the second codebook: The prefix part is drawn from the same codebook C as above.
For the suffix part, consider generating the codebook according to the memoryless random variable
(Y n1 , Uˆ
n
1 ) when the decoder is assumed to have side information Uˆ
n
1 . Since g(Y, Uˆ) = Uˆ is a function
that partitions the space, we can use Ko¨rner’s optimal complementary code as the suffix-part code B′.
As given in Ko¨rner’s lemma, it should have rate L− J = 1n log2 ρy′ = H((Y, Uˆ)|Uˆ) = H(Y |Uˆ).
By the continuity argument in Appendix B, H(Y |Uˆ) − H(Y |U) → 0 as n → ∞, so we can take
L− J = H(Y |U).
The codebook B = [C,B′] is revealed to both the encoder and decoder.
h) Encoding the second version: The prefix part is as for the first version, bnJ1 = c
nJ
1 .
For the suffix-part bnLnJ+1, let uˆ
n
1 be represented by cun1 ∈ C. If yn1 is represented in the codebook
B′(cun1 ), then its corresponding codeword is written to the storage medium. If yn1 is not represented in
the codebook B′(cun1 ), then the all-zeros sequence in 2n(L−J) is written to the suffix-part position of the
storage medium.
i) Decoding the second version: Decoding is performed using lookup in B to generate yˆn1 ∈ Wn.
j) Error analysis for second version: There is one possible error event:
1) E3: yn1 is not represented in B′(cuˆn1 ).
Ko¨rner’s lemma guarantees that Pr[E3]→ 0 as n→∞.
k) Converse arguments for second version: By the converse part of Ko¨rner’s lemma, the suffix-part
of the codebook cannot be chosen smaller than H(Y |U) to drive the error probability to zero as n→∞.
D. Further Characterizations
Since the asymptotic description of the rate region for the malleable coding problem is essentially
given as in source coding with side information [25], [29], it leaves an auxiliary random variable U .
Some recent works have led to further understanding of the rate region [30], [35], [36].
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Fig. 4. Characterizations of the malleability region boundary L∗(J). Each ♦ is a point determined in Section III-B, and the
dotted lines are simple bounds from Section IV-D. With W defined as a minimal sufficient statistic of X for Y , the solid line
shows the unit-slope boundary determined by Theorem 2. The dashed lines demarcate the portion of boundary that is unknown
(but known to be convex by Theorem 3). Note that H(Y ) may be smaller than H(X), so the lower bound (b) may cross the
lower bound (a).
Here we characterize the rate region using W , a minimal sufficient statistic of X for Y . Minimal
sufficient statistics are often easily found using the Lehmann-Scheffe´ procedure [37], [38]. Under very
mild technical conditions satisfied in our discrete memoryless setting, a minimal sufficient statistic always
exists, cf. [39].
Theorem 1 demonstrated that we require
L(J) ≥ H(Y |U) + J .
The easily achieved corner points discussed previously and a few simple bounds are shown in Fig. 4.
The bounds, marked by dotted lines, are as follows:
(a) The lossless source coding theorem applied to Y alone gives L∗(J) ≥ H(Y ).
(b) A trivial lower bound by construction is L∗(J) ≥ J .
(c) Points on the line connecting the corner points are also achievable, as discussed in Section III-B.
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E. Convexity of Regime
In evaluating the properties of L∗(J) further, let W be a minimal sufficient statistic of X for Y [40,
Sec. 2.10]. Intuitively, if J is large enough that one can encode W in the shared segment CnJ1 , it is
efficient to do so. Thus we obtain regimes based on whether J is larger than H(W ).
For the regime of J ≥ H(W ), the boundary of the region is linear.
Theorem 2: Consider the problem of (1). Let W be a minimal sufficient statistic of X for Y . For
J > H(W ), the solution is given by:
L∗(J)− J = H(Y |W ). (2)
Proof: By definition, a sufficient statistic contains all information in X about Y , and a minimal
sufficient statistic maximally compresses this information (in the sense of mutual information) [40,
Sec. 2.10]. Therefore any rate beyond the rate required to transmit the sufficient statistic is not useful.
Beyond H(W ), the solution is linear.
A rearrangement of (2) is
L∗(J) = H(Y,W ) + [J −H(W )].
This is used to draw the portion of the boundary determined by Theorem 2 with a solid line in Fig. 4.
For the regime of J < H(W ), we have not determined the boundary but we can show that L∗(J) is
convex.
Theorem 3: Consider the problem of (1). Let W be a minimal sufficient statistic of X for Y . For
J < H(W ), the solution L∗(J) is convex.
Proof: Follows from the convexity of conditional entropy, by mixing possible distributions U .
Theorem 4: The slope of L∗(J) is bounded below and above:
0 ≤ d
dJ
L∗(J) ≤ 1.
Proof: The convexity from Theorem 3 and the unit slope of L∗(J) for J > H(W ) from Theorem 2
yield the desired result by contradiction.
The following are extremal cases of the theorem:
• When X and Y are independent, L∗(J) = J +H(Y ) and so ddJL
∗(J) = 1
• When X = Y , L∗(J) = H(Y ) for any J , and so ddJL
∗(J) = 0.
As a final comment, we note that the approach of Witsenhausen and Wyner [41] may enable the derivation
of additional properties of L∗(J).
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Fig. 5. Block diagram for a source network, [33, Fig. P.28 on p. 403].
V. MALLEABILITY AND GA´CS–KO¨RNER COMMON INFORMATION
An alternate method of further analyzing the rate–malleability region is to make connections with
other solved problems in multiterminal source coding.2 Indeed, the Ga´cs–Ko¨rner common information
[26] provides a partial converse for the rate-malleability region. (It also arises directly in coded side
information problems [30].)
Definition 2: For random variables X and Y , let U = f(X) = g(Y ) where f is a function of X and
g is a function of Y such that f(X) = g(Y ) almost surely and the number of values taken by f (or
g) with positive probability is the largest possible. Then the Ga´cs–Ko¨rner common information, denoted
C(X;Y ), is H(U).
Definition 3: The joint distribution pX,Y (x, y) is indecomposable if there are no functions f and g
each with respect to the domain W so that Pr[f(X) = g(Y )] = 1, and f(X) takes at least two values
with non-zero probability.
Lemma 1 ( [26]): Common information C(X;Y ) = 0 if X and Y have an indecomposable distribution.
Lemma 2: Consider the source network [33, Fig. P.28 on p. 403], redrawn as Fig. 5. With or without
the dashed line, the largest R0 for which the rate triplet (R0, R1 = H(X) − R0, R2 = H(Y ) − R0) is
achievable (with Shannon reliability) is R0 = C(X;Y ).
Proof: See [33, P28 on p. 404] without the dashed line. With the dashed line, the result follows
additionally from the Markov relation U ↔ X ↔ Y (recall Sec. III-A), so additional knowledge of U
provides no benefit to f ′(Y )E(n).
The Ga´cs–Ko¨rner common information allows a characterization of the malleable coding problem.
2Note that the cooperative source coding with encoder breakdown problem [42] which may outwardly appear to be closely
related does not provide too much further insight into the rate–malleability region. Relating that problem statement to our
problem statement requires the rate R1 in our problem to be set to 0 and the decoder for Y to decode both (Xˆ, Yˆ ).
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Theorem 5: The rate triplet (R0 = C(X;Y ), R1 = H(X) − C(X;Y ), R2 = H(Y ) − C(X;Y ))
provides a partial converse to the rate–malleability triplet.
Proof: In our block-diagrammatic convention, more lines and less noisy channel boxes signify more
extensive information patterns. The source network in Fig. 5, has a more extensive information pattern
than the malleable coding problem (see Fig. 3). Thus, the result follows from Lemma 2.
An implication of this result is that if we want maximal compression efficiency, such that K = H(X)
and L = H(Y ) for the malleable coding problem, then the update portion M must be large: M ≥
H(Y )− C(X;Y ). Unfortunately, following Lemma 1 we know that in general C(X;Y ) = 0 unless X
and Y have a deterministically common part, so in this case the stored symbols cannot be reused at all.
VI. DISCUSSIONS AND CLOSING REMARKS
In provision of software-as-a-service through cloud computing, especially when offline work is needed,
it is important to understand some of the informational limits and trade-offs in storing and updating
information. In this work we give an information-theoretic framework that considers both coding efficiency
and malleability in transmission/storage to edit the compressed version of data after it has been updated.
Theorem 1 provides a complete characterization. A relationship with Ga´cs–Ko¨rner common information
shows that in general, if the original and modified sources are required to be coded close to entropy, then
the reused fraction must asymptotically be negligible.
Hence efficient data compression may not be the best engineering design principle when storing
software-as-a-service data, and other data management methods may need to be considered. When
there are large deterministic common parts and therefore strong possibilities for deduplication [43], [44],
however, coding to the entropy limits may yet be useful.
The present work studies a single update step, rather than a sequence of several such updates. It is
certainly possible to use one reference prefix and keep updating the suffix for several updates, eventually
performing transcoding to replace the entire codeword. In future work, one may study optimal codes for
a sequence of updates with eventual transcoding.
This mathematical formalism also applies for distribution of software patches from a central server to
a remote client.
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APPENDIX A
A LEMMA OF KO¨RNER
Lemma 3 ( [34]): Let {ξi}∞i=1 be a discrete, memoryless source drawn from the finite alphabet W . Let
f be a function on W that partitions W . For a, b ∈ W , let a|b denote the condition f(a) = f(b) and
a 6= b. For a set A ⊂ Wn, let
[A] = min{r : A = ∪ri=1Ai, Ai ∩Aj = ∅ for i 6= j
and a, b ∈ Ai ⇒ a|b does not hold}
Let
M(n, λ) = min
A⊂Wn:Pr[ξ1,ξ2,...,ξn∈A]≥1−λ
[A]
Then for every λ, 0 ≤ λ < 1, limn→∞ 1n log2M(n, λ) exists and satisfies
lim
n→∞
1
n log2M(n, λ) = H(ξ|f(ξ)).
This lemma concerns itself with the smallest partition of a set A that allows one to almost surely
disambiguate the set partitions of A given that one observes a function of members of these partitions.
Ko¨rner’s result states that for any function f that partitions the alphabet W , the minimum rate required
to disambiguate ξ if the decoder has side information f(ξ) is H(ξ|f(ξ)).
APPENDIX B
CONTINUITY LEMMA
According to [45, Theorem 3.2.i], the entropy function is continuous in total variation over finite
alphabets, cf. [46, Lemma 6]. We use this.
Lemma 4: H(Y |Uˆ)−H(Y |U)→ 0 as n→∞
Proof: First note that H(Y n1 |Un1 ) = nH(Y |U) and H(Y n1 |Uˆn1 ) = nH(Y |Uˆ) by memorylessness.
Therefore
H(Y |Uˆ)−H(Y |U) = 1n
[
H(Y n1 |Uˆn1 )−H(Y n1 |Un1 )
]
.
Let us proceed with considering H(Y n1 |Uˆn1 )−H(Y n1 |Un1 ). We know that Pr[Un1 6= Uˆn1 ] ≤ , → 0 as
n→∞, by the a.a.s. lossless coding. We also know the Markov condition Uˆn1 ↔ Un1 ↔ Y n1 holds.
It follows from the Markov relation and the error probability bound that we can bound the variational
distance
‖pY n1 |Uˆn1 − pY n1 |Un1 ‖1 ≤ K1(, |U|)
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where K1 is a fixed constant that depends on the error probability  and alphabet size |U|.
Let ~1 denote the all-one vector. As pY n1 |Uˆn1 =
∑
un1
pY n1 |Un1 pUn1 |Uˆn1 by Markovianity, so pY n1 |Uˆn1 −
pY n1 |Un1 = (−~1 + pUn1 |Uˆn1 )pY n1 |Un1 and −~1 + pUn1 |Uˆn1 is small by the error bound.
Now since entropy is continuous in variational distance for finite alphabets [45, Theorem 3.2.i], the
result follows.
APPENDIX C
ALTERNATE PROOF OF THEOREM 4
Proof of upper bound: Let J1 > J2 be any two values of J . Let V1 and V2 be the corresponding auxiliary
random variables U that solve the optimization problem (1). Then by twice applying the successive
refinability of lossless coding [34], it follows that V1 and V2 will satisfy the Markov chain V2 ↔ V1 ↔
X ↔ Y .
By the data processing inequality,
I(Y ;V2) ≤ I(Y ;V1)
H(V1|Y )−H(V2|Y ) ≤ H(V1)−H(V2).
By definition,
L∗(J1)− L∗(J2) = H(Y |V1) +H(V1)−H(Y |V2)−H(V2)
= H(V1|Y )−H(V2|Y ).
Therefore,
L∗(J1)− L∗(J2) ≤ H(V1)−H(V2) = J1 − J2
which implies
L∗(J1)− L∗(J2)
J1 − J2 ≤ 1.
Proof of lower bound: We want to show that H(V1|Y )−H(V2|Y ) ≥ 0. This property may be verified
using Yeung and Yan’s Information Theoretic Inequality Prover (ITIP) [47] after invoking the Markov
chain V2 ↔ V1 ↔ X ↔ Y and the subrandomness conditions, H(V1|X) = H(V2|X) = 0.
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